TAB Web Meeting – March 14, 2019

Voting Members Present (X of 12)
Don Kline, Chair Kline Engineering & Consulting
Miroslav Vejvoda, Secretary PTI Staff, NV
Rashid Ahmed Walker Parking Consultants
Asit Baxi Baxi Engineering, Inc.
Carol Hayek CCL USA
Don Illingworth Don Illingworth & Assoc., Inc.
Bill Klorman Klorman Construction
Cary Kopczynski Cary Kopczynski & Co.
Doug Schlegel Consultant
Andrea Schokker University of Minnesota Duluth
Mike Schwager Schwager Davis Inc.
Andrea Schokker University of Minnesota Duluth
Edgar Zuniga Dywidag Systems International USA

Agenda

People Awards
Table and Reprints sent
Most active committee Chair
Most active committee member – Greg Hunsicker
Paper award
Fellows

Unbonded Tendons Specs M10.2 & M10.6
Approve to release to Public Review

Splitting of ACI 318-G
Communicate with new Chair Andy Taylor
List of reasons for splitting

TCM Updates
Proper reflection of rules for TGs
  - Not working efficiently now as TGs are too big
  - Limit TG size to 5 and limit task to one short-term task
  - Discourage TG meetings at Conventions and Committee Days
Strengthen language for Voting Membership requirements
  - Automatic change to Associate Membership if VM requirements not met

PT Manual
Progress report
Any action needed?
**PTI Website**
Balloting
Documents on website

**Education**
ACI Technical Session (probably for Chicago Spring 2020) with ACI 423 sponsorship

**PTI Position on Important Subjects**
List of such items
Intermediate anchorage
Letter (FAQ, Position Statement, etc.) from TAB?
PT suppliers voting on ACI 423?

**Accelerated Construction**
Brainstorming session